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Abstract: Terpene cyclases offer enormous synthetic
potential, given their unique ability to forge complex
hydrocarbon scaffolds from achiral precursors within a
single cationic rearrangement cascade. Harnessing their
synthetic power, however, has proved to be challenging
owing to their generally low catalytic performance. In
this study, we unveiled the catalytic potential of the
squalene-hopene cyclase (SHC) by harnessing its struc-
ture and dynamics. First, we synergistically tailored the
active site and entrance tunnel of the enzyme to
generate a 397-fold improved (� )-ambroxide synthase.
Our computational investigations explain how the intro-
duced mutations work in concert to improve substrate
acquisition, flow, and chaperoning. Kinetics, however,
showed terpene-induced inactivation of the membrane-
bound SHC to be the major turnover limitation in vivo.
Merging this insight with the improved and stereo-
selective catalysis of the enzyme, we applied a feeding
strategy to exceed 105 total turnovers. We believe that
our results may bridge the gap for broader application
of SHCs in synthetic chemistry.

Introduction

The ability to generate (poly� )cyclic terpene scaffolds in a
precise spatial arrangement renders terpene cyclases partic-
ularly useful catalysts for synthetic chemistry.[1,2] Their
unique catalysis is facilitated by a strongly confined cation
cage, which nature evolved to perfectly chaperone their
substrates and guide the transient cations during
cyclization.[3] As a consequence, cyclase enzymologists
primarily focused on studying the active site, to shed light on
the mechanistic details of a cationic cyclization cascade[4–6]

or to expand the substrate and reaction scope, for example,
of the squalene-hopene cyclase (SHC).[7,8] Despite substan-
tial progress in this field, a persistent limitation in applying
cyclases is their generally low catalytic performance (total
turnover numbers, TTNs<103)[1,2,9,10] as compared to other
enzyme families, such as monooxygenases, transaminases or
lipases with TTNs in the range of 105–107.[11] As a result,
investigating cyclases in regions distal from the active site
and assessing them in a more holistic way could serve as a
potent solution.

This strategy becomes evident considering the recent
success in identifying and overcoming catalytic bottlenecks
by computationally analyzing dynamic elements, such as
tunnels,[12,13] conformational landscapes,[14,15] or dynamic net-
works in enzymes.[16–18] For the supramolecular framework,
that is the structure and topology, of SHCs, the situation
gets even more complex (Figure 1A): These enzymes hold a
unique role in enzymology as monotopic membrane-bound
enzymes, accounting for only 0.06% of all crystallized
protein structures.[19] Nature evolved these interfacial pro-
teins to provide them the catalytic skills of their soluble
congeners, but with the additional ability to source highly
hydrophobic C30 squalene from their host’s biomembrane.
In fact, SHCs regulate the membrane integrity of their
biological host by depositing generated pentacyclic hopenes
(Figure 1A, orange scaffold) in the membrane interior.[20–22]

Conversely, seminal theoretical as well as experimental
studies indicate that the activity of membrane-bound
enzymes relies on the current state of the membrane
integrity, which is drastically influenced by terpenes.[23–28]

In this study, we addressed the question of how to
overcome the catalytic limitations in SHC catalysis by
combining experimental enzyme engineering with computa-
tional aid and analysis. In addition to active-site mutagenesis
usually applied in cyclase enzymology, we engineered the
entrance tunnel and demonstrate the synergy of such an
approach. Moreover, acknowledging the membrane-bound
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nature of SHCs, we aimed to investigate the enzyme-host
relationship by kinetically contrasting the SHC in an
artificial membrane-bound (in vitro) and biomembrane-
bound (in vivo) state, which was scarcely considered in SHC
biocatalysis.

As a model reaction for this endeavor, we chose the
archetypical promiscuous cyclization of (3E)-homofarnesol
(1) to (� )-ambroxide (2; Figure 1B). This reaction offers
several advantages and opportunities: a) Catalysis has been
shown to work both in vitro and in vivo;[9,32–34] b) as only
product 2 crystallizes from the reaction broth, absolute
selectivity towards 2 can be leveraged to overcome potential
terpene-induced downregulation; c) product 2 is one of the
highest valued fragrances in the industry, and the highly
stereoselective cyclization of 1 towards 2, catalyzed by the

SHC from Alicyclobacillus acidocaldarius (AacSHC), pro-
vides a potent substitute for the scarce natural availability of
2,[35] especially since its chemical synthesis is complex,
requires harsh conditions and is inferior in terms of
selectivity (75% ee and 67% de).[31] These factors render the
promiscuous cyclization of 1 ideally suited for a comprehen-
sive investigation on SHC catalysis to cross its current
catalytic boundaries.

Results and Discussion

To achieve this overarching goal, the first stage was to attain
absolute control over the cationic cyclization of 1 by means
of stereo- and product selectivity (Scheme 1), as the

Figure 1. Overcoming the turnover limitations in SHC catalysis. A) SHCs (gray cartoon, PDB: 1UMP) are bound to their host’s biomembrane (blue
headgroups and black tails) by a reentrant α-helix (red cartoon), which classifies them as monotopic membrane enzymes.[19] Naturally, they
regulate the biomembrane integrity by producing hopenes (orange scaffolds) from squalene (orange sticks) in their active sites (blue dashed lines)
to counteract exterior stresses, such as temperature fluctuations or molecular toxification by lipophilic molecules.[22] The substrate is sourced from
the membrane through a nonpolar tunnel (gray surface, black dashed lines).[29,30] Protonating D376 shown as red sticks. B) Engineering and
reaction design efforts in this study were focused on the model cyclization of 95 :5 3E : 3Z-homofarnesol (1) to fragrance compound (� )-ambroxide
2, which we enabled with unprecedented stereocontrol (cf. with refs. [9 and 31]) and turnover numbers in the 105 range.

Scheme 1. AacSHC-catalyzed cationic cyclization of 95 :5 3E :3Z-homofarnesol (1) and the resulting products 2–5 from both epimers.[9]
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biocatalysis should benefit from in situ product crystalliza-
tion (ISPC) of 2 alone.[36]

In an earlier study, we reported how to control cationic
cyclization cascades by introducing/breaking hydrogen
bonds between a functional group in the substrate and
adjacent active-site polar amino acids of terpene cyclases.[1]

Following this structure-guided approach, we docked 1 into
the active site of the AacSHC wild type (WT) crystal
structure, identified four amino acid residues (W169, I261,
G600, F601) within 5 Å of the alcohol group of 2 (Fig-
ure 2A), randomized those by the 22c-trick[37] and screened
the resulting variants directly in their expressing E. coli host
(in vivo), using 95 :5, 3E : 3Z-homofarnesol (1). To empha-
size our engineering efforts, the actual AacSHC benchmark
variant[9] B is also depicted in Figure 2B. Screening 360 var-
iants revealed positions 600 and 169 as most beneficial for
the cyclization (Figure S1), of which variant W169G, that is,
P1, showed 108-fold increased turnover frequency (TOF) of
24 h� 1 as compared to the WT and the desired excellent

selectivity of 99% (Figure 2B). Next, we targeted six more
residues, L607, G600, L36, A306, S307, and I261, that are
located within the 5 Å radius and performed one additional
round of site-saturation mutagenesis.

Screening of 540 generated variants resulted in double-
variant W169G/G600M, that is, P2, which showed 2.7-fold
increase in turnover frequency (TOF) of 64.6 h� 1 while
retaining >99 mol% selectivity for 2. Further mutations in
the active site disrupted the high selectivity of the enzyme,
which encouraged us to discover alternative mutation hot
spots, located distal from the active site. Consequently, we
performed a CAVER[38] analysis of the AacSHC crystal
structure, which revealed several potential tunnels (Fig-
ure S4), of which we focused on the suggested enzyme
entrance tunnel (Figure 2C, blue surface).[29] Notably, two
(M132R/I432T) out of three positions (M132R/A224V/
I432T) of B were located in the designated bottleneck area,
with the third position described by the authors themselves
as not beneficial.[9] These results gave reason to perform

Figure 2. Engineering AacSHC towards highly efficient (� )-ambroxide (2) production under process conditions.[9] A) Docking of (E,E)-homofarnesol
(1; blue sticks) into the active site of the AacSHC wild type (WT; PDB: 1UMP). Amino acid positions targeted for mutagenesis are shown as yellow
sticks and protonating D376 as red sticks. B) Overall engineering of AacSHC. Variants are plotted against their turnover frequency (left y-axis) and
their selectivity for (� )-ambroxide (2) in mol% (right y-axis). Reaction conditions: 1 mL ddH2O+0.2% SDS, 10 mgCDW E. coli whole cells harboring
the corresponding AacSHC variant (40–50 μM), 100 mM (ca. 50 gL� 1) (E,E)-1, 19 h, 30 °C, 750 rpm. Error bars represent the standard deviation of
technical triplicates. For screening conditions, see Figures S2 and S3. C) Crystal structure of AacSHC WT with the putative entrance tunnel in blue
and membrane binding α-helix in red. Mutated amino acid locations are shown as yellow spheres and protonating D376 as red sticks. Distance of
entrance tunnel mutations to the alcohol group of 1 shown as dashed lines.
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site-saturation mutagenesis within this bottleneck area,
which unexpectedly resulted in only slight to no increases in
TOF (Figure S5). However, the addition of both published
distal mutations (M132R/I432T) resulted in the final variant
P3 with a 1.3-fold increase in TOF to 87.3 h� 1 and no loss of
selectivity.

Summing up, our enzyme engineering efforts improved
the overall rate of the native enzyme by a factor of 397,
while ensuring excellent stereocontrol over the cyclization of
1. The catalysis under in vivo process conditions clearly
benefits from the exclusive cyclization selectivity towards 2
(see Figure S3), which may be the result of the continuous
ISPC, which avoids membrane-disturbing liquid side prod-
ucts. Remarkably, the 95 :5, 3E : 3Z substrate 1 mixture was
converted with >99 mol% selectivity into the same stereo-
isomer (� )-ambroxide (2), which suggests an unprecedented
stereoconvergent cationic cyclization of a terpene isomeric
mixture. The overall catalytic performance was improved by
a dual-site targeted mutagenesis approach, which was
presented in a similar way by the Reetz group during their

engineering of a monoamine oxidase.[39] Such dual-site
targeted approaches extend the strategy of active-site muta-
genesis usually conducted in terpene cyclase studies[30,40–42]

and are also a useful extension in the portfolio of rational
enzyme engineering strategies.

To rationalize the effects of the introduced active-site
and distal mutations on the enzyme structure and the
accompanied improvement in their catalytic efficiency, a
deep computational exploration was performed by means of
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (see the Supporting
Information for details). We reconstructed the conforma-
tional landscapes of WT and P variants by analyzing the
gathered MD data using principal component analysis
(PCA; Figure 3). The analysis was based on distances
between active-site residues (6 Å from its center of mass,
see the Supporting Information for details) to reveal the key
active-site conformational differences that explain the
improved catalytic power of P variants.[15]

For WT, three main conformations of the active-site
residues were observed (Figure 3A): conformation 1 displays

Figure 3. Analysis of the conformational changes induced by the mutations in the different AacSHC variants. Conformational landscapes as
described by principal component analysis (PCA) of A) AacSHC WT, B) P1, C) P2, and D) P3 variants showing the most populated conformations
in blue and the least populated conformations in red. Overlay of each conformation from the conformational landscape of A) AacSHC WT, B) P1,
C) P2, and D) P3 variants with the crystal structure included as reference (shown in gray, PDB: 1UMP). The most important active-site residues are
labeled, and different colors are used to represent the different representative conformations extracted from each minimum in the conformational
landscape. The gray star in each conformational landscape indicates where the conformation of the crystal structure is located in the generated PC
space.
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an orientation of the active-site residues that is similar to
that in the X-ray crystal structure; conf. 2 involves a
reshaping of the active site, resulting from a flip of residues
W169, Q366, D442, and Y372; and conf. 3 is similar to 1 but
presents a different disposition of the loop containing P444.
Additionally, a side-chain rotation of Y372 that may hamper
the accessibility to the catalytic aspartic triad is observed in
conf. 3.

In the case of P1, a single X-ray-structure-like active-site
conformation was explored in the accumulated MD simu-
lation time (Figure 3B, conf. 4). The main conformational
difference with respect to WT is the rotation of side chain
Y372, which interacts with the backbone of residue G169.
As illustrated in Figure 3C, P2 adopts two main conforma-
tions: the X-ray-structure-like conf. 5, and conf. 6, in which a
drastic reorganization of the active site is observed. While
the W169G mutation alone simply expanded the active-site
pocket, its combination with mutation G600M results in a
dramatic effect on its size and shape. In particular, both
mutations act synergistically and introduce a new interaction
between R488 and the backbone of mutation G600M.
Consequently, the position of W489 is altered allowing
better interaction with the catalytic D376 residue. Finally,
the introduced steric bulk at position 600 induces a side-
chain rotation of F365. Notwithstanding, and considering the
orientation of the latter, this conformation could be
impeding the proper access of 2 through the substrate
entrance tunnel. As observed for all variants, P3 adopts
conf. 7, which resembles the conformation of the active site
in the X-ray crystal structure, and conf. 8, which is similar to
conf. 7 (Figure 3D). Therefore, the increasing effect of the
catalytic efficiency by the distal mutations M132R and I432T
may be attributed to the substrate flow and tunnel dynamics
that could facilitate the binding process.

To unravel this hypothesis, tunnel analyses were per-
formed on each displayed conformation of WT, P1, P2, and
P3 variants, thus leading to the complete reconstruction of
tunnel dynamics along all conformational landscapes. As
shown in Table 1, the average bottleneck radius (avgBR) is
similar in all conformations and systems, and lies between
0.93 and 1.15 Å. However, drastic differences in the
populations of the substrate entrance tunnel were obtained,
thus indicating that this parameter has been tuned by the

mutations introduced by the laboratory-engineering strat-
egy.

By analyzing the substrate entrance tunnel for each
conformation of the WT enzyme we observed low popula-
tions for conf. 1 and 2, whereas conf. 3 displayed a higher
population of the tunnel (ca. 29%). However, our estimated
conformational landscape suggests this conformation can
only be accessed by a relatively high energy barrier, which
may explain the limited catalytic efficiency (see Figure 3).
The single mutation introduced in P1 enhances the popula-
tion of the substrate entrance tunnel with respect to WT, as
a population of 28% is found for the main conf. 4 and
presents a slightly higher bottleneck radius. Variant P2 can
adopt two main conformations: conf. 5 presenting a tunnel
population of 29% and a bottleneck radius of 1.07 Å, and
conf. 6 presenting only 5% of the analyzed snapshots with
the main substrate entrance tunnel formed. Our estimated
conformational landscapes suggest a rather low stability of
conf. 6 with respect to 5, and a rather high energy barrier for
the conformational transition.

Finally, in the case of P3, we observed high populations
of the substrate entrance tunnel for both conformations:
38% population in conf. 7 and 58% in conf. 8, displaying an
average bottleneck radius of approximately 1.1 Å in both
conformations. This increase in the tunnel population for
the two main conformations adopted by P3 might be one of
the main reasons behind the improved activity of P3 with
respect to the other engineered P variants.

In our final investigation we were interested in the
ability of the most engineered enzymes to pre-fold 1 in their
active sites as well as the resulting conformational changes
upon substrate binding. For this purpose, we performed
molecular docking of the substrate 1 into the most popu-
lated conformations observed in the apo-enzymes, followed
by MD refinement and conformational landscape recon-
struction by analyzing the catalytic distance and angle
(Figure S6B). Productive binding was defined by protonat-
ing hydrogen (D376) to nucleophile carbon distance Dprot

below 4.5 Å and an angle Θprot between 40 and 60° (Fig-
ure 4A).[43]

When analyzing P2, we again observed the synergy of
the two introduced mutations W169G and G600M. The
extra room generated by mutation W169G leaves enough
space for the G600M side chain, which is pointing to the
center of the active site. This side-chain reorganization is
responsible for the better chaperoning of 1, shortening Dprot

and improving Θprot (Figure 4B). Intriguingly, even more
suitable pre-folding of 1 can be observed in P3, which
includes the tunnel mutations M132R and I432T approx-
imately 20 Å away. Despite their distance, these mutations
drastically affect the size and shape of the catalytic pocket
by means of a network of interactions that lead to side-chain
reorganizations. More specifically, M132R (in combination
with all other mutations) seems to be responsible for
triggering such reorganization (Figure 3B). The new arginine
side chain introduced (M132R) can interact with the back-
bone of residue F434. This new interaction between R132
and F434 leads to a flip in the loop containing F437, which
generates extra space that is occupied by the side chain of

Table 1: Tunnel analysis for each conformation of every variant (see
Figure 3), the average bottleneck radius (avgBR), maximum bottleneck
radius (maxBR) expressed in angstroms, and the percentage popula-
tion of the computed substrate entrance tunnel are displayed (i.e.
percentage of structures in which the tunnel exists).

Variant Conformation avgBR [Å] maxBR [Å] Population [%]

WT 1 0.95�0.06 1.19 5
WT 2 0.98�0.07 1.17 3
WT 3 0.97�0.07 1.24 29
P1 4 1.03�0.12 1.45 28
P2 5 1.07�0.13 1.58 29
P2 6 0.93�0.03 1.01 5
P3 7 1.15�0.26 1.83 38
P3 8 1.05�0.15 1.74 58
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F605. This results in a higher flexibility of M600 that enables
1 to adopt more pre-folded conformations, with improved
Dprot and Θprot.

The new network of interactions in P3 may be stabilizing
wider substrate tunnels in the P3 variant, which could be
translated into higher displayed activities over P2. To
unravel this hypothesis, PCA analyses were conducted on
the loop containing residue F437, aiming to determine which
conformations are mainly adopted by each variant (Fig-
ure 4C and Figure S7). As we observed in 1-bound MD
simulations, mutation M132R in the P3 variant stabilizes the
X-ray-structure-like orientation of the loop. This new
mutation produces a flip in residue F434, which alters the
backbone dihedral angle of residue C435. Furthermore, the
latter determines the orientation of the side chain of residue
F437. This network of coupled conformational changes
produces a wider substrate tunnel that is reflected in the
previously analyzed tunnels (Figure 4D). Interestingly, the
conformations of the F434-containing loop that resemble the

X-ray crystal structure resulted in a pre-folded binding of 1
in the case of P3, whereas in the case of P2 there is a flip of
this F434-loop that induces the stretching and unbinding of 1
(see Figure 3B). Indeed, F437 and C435 residues were
identified as key gating residues in a previous study, which is
also supported by our MD simulations.[30]

Taking our computational results together, we demon-
strated that the active-site mutations are mainly responsible
for the reorganization of the active site and improved
chaperoning of 1, especially in P2 and P3 variants, whereas
the tunnel mutations are mainly responsible for an improved
substrate flux stabilizing the X-ray-structure-like conforma-
tions of the loop containing F434. These findings suggest
that we achieved the 397-fold improved catalyst by tailoring
the supramolecular and dynamic SHC scaffold for a “wider
tunnel” catalyst with improved substrate flux and chaperon-
ing.

The next step towards the overarching aim to exceed the
turnover limits of SHC was to investigate the performance

Figure 4. Comparison of the conformational changes of active site residues upon substrate binding, loop containing F434, and impact on substrate
tunnels on P2 and P3 variants. Substrate binding conformational landscape for A) P2 (light-blue) and B) P3 (purple) variants based on the
computed catalytic Dprot (in Å) and Θprot (in degrees). In the conformational landscape, most populated conformations are shown in blue, whereas
least populated ones are in red. An overlay of representative MD snapshots from the selected regions (marked with dashed black squares) of the
binding conformational landscape representing the binding of 2 in the active site for P2 (green) and P3 variants. C) Conformational landscape of
the loop containing F434. Overlay of P2 (blue) and P3 (purple) conformations (for a better representation, WT and P1 were not included, see
Figure S7). Most populated conformations are shown in the conformational landscape in blue, whereas less populated conformations are shown
in red. D) Overlay of the substrate tunnel in the different conformations of the loop in P2 (blue) and P3 (purple). Bottleneck radii are displayed in
angstroms.
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of the enzyme with high substrate to cell or catalyst ratios.
After some initial experiments that demonstrated cell-
concentration-dependent activity and long-term operational
enzyme stability—a reaction time of about 42 days—of the
enzyme in vivo (Figure S8), the four AacSHC variants WT,
B, P2 and P3 were kinetically analyzed in vivo and in vitro
(Figure 5A, B). These variants were chosen as they encom-
pass the four stages of engineering: native enzyme, engi-
neered entrance tunnel, engineered active site, and engi-

neered active site+entrance tunnel. Starting with the in
vitro characterization, membrane-bound enzymes require
detergents as an artificial membrane for isolation and
solubilization, which may influence their catalytic
activity.[32,44,45] The evaluation showed that the entrance
tunnel mutations of the benchmark SHC B doubled the kcat
value, while only slightly affecting KM and therefore
substrate affinity (Table 2, B, in vitro). In P2, the alterations
highly increased the substrate affinity and thus lowered the

Figure 5. Exceeding the turnover limits of the SHC. A) Michaelis–Menten plots for the cyclization of 1 catalyzed by AacSHC WT, B, P2, and P3 in
vitro. B) Substrate-excess inhibition plots for the cyclization of 1 catalyzed by AacSHC WT, B, P2, and P3 in vivo. C) Double-logarithmic plot of
substrate concentration versus specific activity. Error bars represent the standard deviation between technical triplicates. D) Feeding strategy for
the maximum total turnover number (TTN) of 1 with an engineered P3 driven by continuous in situ product crystallization. Arrows only apply for
long term in vivo approach. Calculated TTN was determined assuming the specific activity of 71 nmolminmgSHC

� 1, which was taken from
Figure S9. Please see the Supporting Information for detailed reaction conditions and monitoring.

Table 2: Parameters of initial rate kinetics for AacSHC WT and variants B, P2 and P3 in vitro and in vivo. The in vitro kinetics were fitted by
Michaelis–Menten plots. The In vivo kinetics were fitted by substrate-excess inhibition plots. Errors denote the errors of the fitting.

in vitro in vivo
KM [mM] kcat

[min� 1]
kcat/KM

[mM� 1min� 1]
KM,app [mM] kcat,app

[min� 1]
kcat,app/KM,app

[mM� 1min� 1]

WT 0.94�0.08 1.4 +0.1 1.49�0.02 0.16�0.01 0.52�0.07 3.2�0.2
B 1.10�0.12 2.9�0.1 2.7�0.2 0.17�0.02 0.60�0.05 3.5�0.1
P2 0.19�0.02 36�4 188�2 0.22�0.04 26�2 122�13
P3 0.16�0.03 62�2 396�59 0.21�0.02 29�1 137�6
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KM value 5-fold, which entailed a 12-fold increase in kcat
(Table 2, P2, in vitro). Finally, the additional entrance tunnel
mutations in P3 resulted in almost doubled kcat, while
minorly decreasing KM as compared to P2. In total, the
structure-guided engineering of the WT in the active site
and entrance tunnel led to a catalytic efficiency kcat/KM of
396 mMmin� 1 (Table 2, P3, in vitro), which is an improve-
ment of more than 260-fold. Remarkably, these experimen-
tal findings closely align with our computational data, which
ascribed an increased tunnel population, and therefore the
maximal reaction velocity of the enyzme, as the main benefit
of P3 over P2.

Notably, all initial rate kinetics in vitro could be fitted by
Michaelis–Menten plots (Figure 5A). In contrast, the in vivo
kinetics had to be fitted by substrate-excess-inhibition plots
with the inhibition constant Ki=KM,app occurring at approx-
imately 0.21 mM for all characterized variants (Fig-
ure 5B, C). Nevertheless, a 43-fold increase in catalytic
efficiency of P3 (kcat,app/KM,app�137 mMmin

� 1) as compared
to the WT was determined (Table 2, P3, in vivo). Interest-
ingly, the strong inhibition was lowered by reducing the
orbital shaking from 800 to 600 to 300 rpm at the expense of
a 9-fold lower catalytic efficiency kcat,app/KM,app of approx-
imately 15 (Figure S9).

With this knowledge about the excellent biocatalyst
stability in vivo and the enyzme kinetics, we envisaged a
feeding strategy exploiting the stereoconvergence of the
enzyme and the continuous ISPC of 2. To that end, an
enzyme solution (0.015 mgml� 1 SHC, 0.2% CHAPS, 20 mM
citric acid, pH 6.0) and whole-cell suspension (0.1 gCDW/L in
20 mM citric acid, pH 6.0) were prepared, supplemented
with 200 μL (7 mM) pure 1 and shaken at 300 rpm, and
substrate depletion and product formation were measured
by GC as well as observed optically. This particular
substrate concentration was selected as it depicts the
concentration before cross-over of the inhibited and non-
inhibited in vivo plots (see Figure S9). During the in vitro
approaches almost no depletion occurred, and the reactions
stopped after about 10 h and 3.5% product formation, which
equals a total turnover number of approximately 11000.
Intriguingly, the SHC in the whole cells was active for about
36 days using the feeding strategy (Figure 5D). Thus, an
average total turnover number (TTN) of approximately
150000 was attained. As compared to the calculated TTN of
approximately 260000, the enzyme lost about 41% of its
activity, indicating time-dependent inactivation of the cata-
lyst. Overall, about 0.75 g of the desired product
(� )-ambroxide (2) was produced by employing only 10 mg
of E. coli whole cells (Figure 5D).

To sum up, the kinetic data disclosed meaningful differ-
ences in the catalytic behavior of the enzyme in vivo and in
vitro. In their biomembrane environment, all SHC variants
are strongly inhibited after the peak-performance concen-
tration of 0.21 mM, which suggests a distinct function of the
cell on the SHC activity. Considering this inseparable
enzyme-host relationship was also the key to success in
other studies employing monooxygenases.[46,47] Owing to
their inherent hydrophobicity, terpenes diffuse into the
hydrophobic core of the cellular membrane, presumably

causing local perturbations[48] or cell death by membrane
desintegration.[49] In the former case the enzyme could react
by downregulating its activity, which would be a simple tool
for nature to control the activity of membrane-bound
enzymes as already hypothesized in 1975.[50] Independent of
this scenario, high terpene concentrations require a hydro-
phobic sink, which can be achieved, for example, by the
invagination of the cellular membrane[51] or simply by
increasing the cell concentration.[9] In the present study, a
feeding strategy combined with the exclusive selectivity and
the in situ product crystallization of only 2 kept the enzyme
stable for several weeks, performing >105 turnovers, which
supersedes all so far reported TTNs of SHCs[2,7,9] and unveils
the true potential of these enzymes. Biocatalysts exhibiting
such turnover numbers are well-positioned among the upper
ranks of industrially applied enzymes.[11,52] However, an
apparent drawback is the long time period of the presented
process, which could be overcome, for example, by increas-
ing the mass transfer across the biomembrane using
membrane transporter enzymes[53] or spheroplast
preparation.[54] Furthermore, the herein presented in vitro
approach could certainly be fine-tuned by changing the
detergent, the detergent concentration or the buffer; how-
ever, such fine-tuning was beyond the scope of this study.

Conclusion

Harnessing the synthetic power of cyclases is of major
importance for chemistry as they display unprecedented
atom and step economy.[1] In this study we have demon-
strated how to tailor and leverage the topology of SHCs to
perform catalysis beyond their currently known capabilities.
Total turnover limits were exceeded by synergistically
widening the enzyme tunnel, adjusting substrate chaperon-
ing and considering the inseparable enzyme-host relation-
ship. In alignment with other seminal studies,[14,16] this
highlights the undiscovered catalytic potential, which can be
triggered by exploiting the whole supramolecular structure
of an enzyme. A remarkable observation during this study
was a stereoconvergent cationic cyclization that will be
elucidated in detail in future work. Going forward, the exact
mechanism of terpene-induced downregulation will be
analyzed by studying the membrane properties during
catalysis, for example, by fluorescence imaging.[55] Assuming
such indirect downregulation of monotopically membrane
bound enzymes opens up alternative views on diseases
related to similar enzymes, such as the visual impairment,
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease.[56–60] Because, in the
words of Engasser and Horvath, “It is unlikely that nature
would not use such a simple tool to control and trigger
physiological processes”.[23]
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